Tamper evidence or
serialization for your boxes ?
Now you can accomplish both with
only one label.
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With our labeling
solution you can easily
implement the FMD
mandated security requirements.
Contact us for samples.
www.eltronis.com

2 in 1: serialization
and tamper evidence
with one label.

Any shape and size to match your packaging designs.

SEALED

Specialty and Security Printing

Open the seal to scan the hidden
QR code or go to:
http://www.eltronis.com/check
and introduce the hidden serial
number for product authenticity
check.
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Specially created ultrastrong adhesives for any
type of cardboard provides a tamper-evident
(cardboard/fibre tear)
labeling feature on
pharmaceutical cardboard
boxes (even varnished), in
full compliance with the
Falsified Medicines
Directive 2011/62/EU.
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You can also choose our
patent-pending tamperevident solution, with
our own track & trace
application incorporated.
For more details scan
the QR code bellow.

Extremely reliable due to its
simple construction.
Luminescent adhesive
for missing label
detection. 100 % clear
labels which can be
applied on any part of
the box without
influencing the design
of the package.

Serialization process print your own seals with all
the FMD mandated variable
data, using any type of
printer available to you
and seal the box
with the same label.

Print & apply - simple labels which can be
applied anywhere on the package individually. Easily
printable with all the variable data. By using these
labels, you do not need any varnish-free area on the
package.
GTIN: 12345678901234
Batch: A000005K5463
Expiry: 09.02.2019
S/N: 1234567890

GTIN: 12345678901234
Batch: A000005K5463
Expiry: 09.02.2019
S/N: 1234567890
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Both suitable for very high speed
automatic application and small text
printing.

The details on the packaging
make all the difference!
Find out what security features you can add to
your seal, in order to make it harder to
counterfeit and assure brand protection.

The FMD 2011/62/EU introduces new harmonized, pan-European measures
including obligatory safety features on the outer packaging of the medicines - to
carry a unique serial number to identify and authenticate individual products,
and to be sealed in a way that visibly enables tamper verification.
The mandated safety features must be placed on the packaging of most
prescription and certain non-prescription medicines no later than February 9th
2019.

Join us at Pharmapack Europe!
7 & 8 February 2018, booth F43
Paris Expo, Porte de Versailles - Hall 7.1, Paris, France

+40-359-199-833
+40-359-461-600
contact@eltronis.com
www.eltronis.com

